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Abstract. The designing of microwave cavity reactor for microwave metallurgy is usually 
according to the nature and the dimensions of the product to be processed, the operating frequency, 
the number of modes and so on. In this paper, the main mode equivalent impedance matching is 
proposed to design the cavity resonator. The size of multimode cavity resonator is calculated by the 
approximate equivalent impedance method. On the sample of ilmenite for heating, the HFSS 
software validates the design of the multimode cavity resonator by method of equivalent impedance. 
The location of the transmission waveguide is also simulated by HFSS. The simulation results show 
that the theory result is reasonable. It can provide a reference for the designing of high temperature 
microwave metallurgy multimode cavity resonator. 

Introduction 
It is widely known that microwave (MW) heating can improve the efficiency and quality of a 

variety of applied thermal processes, like food processing, sterilization, pasteurization, drying of 
wood, vulcanization of rubber, waste processing and recycling, mineral processing, etc[1-3]. MW 
radiation causes internal heating of the material then lower temperatures and shorter times can be 
used compared to those applied at conventional heating. Nowadays, microwaves are typically used 
for food cooking. However, they are also utilized in industry to process absorbing materials like 
ceramics, evaporate water, and this technique has been extended to electrically conducting powder 
[4-5].   

It is seldom on reported that building a mathematical model to make the transmission 
waveguides match with cavity in advance before designing. According to the transmission theory 
[6-8], it is known that a not good matching between transmission waveguides and cavity will result 
in microwave power reflected, heating nonuniform, even the magnetron destroyed. In this paper, the 
transmission waveguides matching with cavity is considered into design. The approximate 
equivalent impedance of cavity is derived. The dielectric properties of ilmenite were measured with 
an open-ended coaxial probe dielectric measurement system at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. On the 
load of ilmenite for heating, the HFSS software [9] validates the design is viable. The cavity is 
stable along with the temperature raised for heating ilmenite.  

Equivalent Impedance of transmission waveguide and rectangular cavity 
In this paper, the cavity resonator assumed has the size of a=400mm and c=400mm according to 

the experimental requirement, while the length of b along the y axis is uncertain. 
 The transmission waveguide selected in the microwave reactor has the size of 86.4 mm×

43.2mm which is shown in Fig.1. The operation frequency is f=2.45GHz, which means that the free 
space wavelength is 122mm. The microwave source via rectangular waveguide operates in the TE10 
mode, which is a wave that has no electric field component in the direction of propagation. TE10 
mode is the only propagation mode through the rectangular waveguide. The field components for 
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TE10 mode can be calculated from above equation (7) to (12). The multimode is excited when the 
microwave source comes into the cavity resonator because of the section area changed. According 
to the transmission theory, the reflection will be least if the impedance of the waveguide is equal to 
the equivalent impedance of cavity resonator. Thus the size of cavity resonator can be confirmed if 
the equivalent impedance of cavity resonator and waveguide can be calculated. In this paper, the 
walls of waveguide and cavity resonator are perfect conductors.  

  
Fig.1. The location of transmission waveguides on rectangular cavity resonator 

 
 Assumed the a′ =86.4mm, b′=43.2mm, then the components for TE10 mode  
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According to the circuit theory, the equivalent impedance of waveguide eZ  can be calculated as 
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 where the eV + and eI +  stand for the equivalent voltage and current of the waveguide. 
Defined that the equivalent voltage is the line integral of center electric field from the top line to 

the bottom line  
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Defined that the equivalent current is the sum of the current along the a′ . 
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Let (6) and (7) in (5), we can get the waveguide equivalent impedance as: 
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where η  is the wave impedance in free space. Here the equivalent impedance of cavity resonator 
is done with waveguide equivalent impedance of main mode, since the most of the power is 
included in TE10. As a result, the equivalent impedance of cavity resonator can be written as: 
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It can be think that the waveguide matches with cavity resonator when  
eZ Z+ =                                        (10) 

Finally, we can get the size of b by follow equation 
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Therefore we can see that the matching is decided to the length of the broad line and the ratio of 
the broad line to short line in section. So if we initially assumed that the cavity resonator has the 
size of a=400mm and c=400mm, then we can calculate the length of b≈235mm by equation (11).    

The simulation results 

The Ansoft HFSS 11 software is utilized for simulation and optimized for cavity resonator. The 
theory value of b b≈235mm by equation above, so the length of b is set changing from 220mm to 
260mm by HFSS, with the step=5mm. The ilmenite is selected as sample for heating at 
100℃,which the electric permittivity is about 8.1594 and the dielectric loss is about 2.27484. 

In Fig. 2(a), the VSWR changing with the length of b are shown. It can be seen that when the 
length of b =255 mm, the VSWR of waveguide becomes least, about 2.18, which mean the 
reflection is about 0.37 at this time and about 63% of power is fed into the cavity. The error between 
simulation and theory value is about 7%. Then the length of b is set 255 mm, the location of 
waveguide is optimized. The initial distance between waveguide and Y axis is 100mm, while the 
initial distance between waveguide and Z axis is 50mm shown in Fig.1. The distance between 
waveguide and Z axis is first set changing from 50mm to 120mm, with the step=5mm.. It can be 
observed by Fig.2(b) that the VSWR become least when the distance between waveguide and Z axis 
is about 80mm. The VSWR is 1.53 at this time, which mean the reflection is about 0.2 at this time 
and about 80% of power is fed into the cavity. 

 

              
 

(a) The VSWR change with the length of b         (b)Optimization of transmission waveguide  
Fig.2. Optimization of cavity and transmission waveguide 

Conclusion 
The design of cavity resonator based on the equivalent impedance is proposed in this work. The 

simulation and optimization results proved that the value calculated by the equivalent impedance is 
feasible and VSRW can satisfy with the engineering requirement. As the approximate equivalent 
impedance is utilized for cavity resonator and the highest-order modes are ignored which result in 
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the simulation result is not consistent with the theory value. But the initial value set nearby the 
theory value short the designing time all the same. This work can provide a new method for the 
design of multi-mode cavity resonator and reduce the time of design procession.   
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